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Recent Advances in the Research on
Non-Equilibrium Atmospheric Pressure
Plasma Jets
Johann Laimer,* Herbert Störi
Recently, there has been increased interest in using atmospheric pressure plasmas for
materials processing, since these plasmas do not require expensive vacuum systems. However,
APGDs face instabilities. Therefore, special plasma sources have been developed to overcome
this obstacle, which make use of DC, pulsed DC and AC ranging
from mains frequency to RF. Recently, the APPJ was introduced,
which features an a-mode of an RF discharge between two bare
metallic electrodes. Basically, three different geometric configur-
ations have been developed. A characterization of the APPJs and
their applications is presented.
Introduction

Non-equilibrium plasmas produced in glow discharges at

reduced pressures are already in widespread use in plasma

surface engineering.[1,2] They are mostly operated at

pressures between 0.1 and 500 Pa; a few applications

may require pressures up to 100 hPa.[1,2] Anyway, in all

these cases, a more or less sophisticated vacuum equip-

ment is needed to maintain the low pressure needed for

the glow discharge. In order to reduce costs it would be

highly desirable to get rid of the expensive vacuum

systems. But in this case, the discharge has to be operated

at atmospheric pressure. If one simply increases the

pressure in a conventional glow discharge device, a

glow-to-arc transition would occur, because atmospher-

ic-pressure glow discharges (APGD) face a variety of

instabilities.[3,4] In order to understand the reason for this

behavior, one has to recall important properties of a glow
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discharge and their scaling laws. At a given pressure, the

current density in a normal glow discharge is constant.[3]

The total discharge current increases with increasing the

coverage of the cathode by the glow, while the discharge

voltage remains constant. When the electrode is fully

covered with a glow, a further increase in current is only

possible by an increase in the current density, which is

accompanied by a discharge voltage increase. A discharge

with such behavior is called an abnormal glow discharge.

Hence, the minimum current density required to sustain a

glow discharge is the current density of a normal glow

discharge. For a given total current, the current density of

the normal glow discharge scales with the square of the

pressure;[3] for example, an increase of the pressure from

1 Pa to atmospheric pressure would increase the normal

current density by a factor of 1010. In case of steel

electrodes, the normal current density would grow up

to almost 100 A � cm2 for argon, but only somewhat

above 1 A � cm2 for helium.[3] These numbers give already

an impression of the power density dissipated in the

cathode sheath of a normal glow discharge at atmospheric

pressure, especially for process gases containing predomi-

nantly argon.
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With increasing the dissipated power, a variety of

instabilities may occur in a glow discharge which could

lead to the glow-to-arc transition. The time constant for

instabilities decreases with increasing the current density.

It turned out that, not only conditions at the electrodes, but

also processes in the plasma could effect the transition.

According to Kunhardt, the instability threshold is

associated with the current density.[4] There are two types

of instabilities which may occur, electronic and thermal

instabilities, according to the process that participate in

them. More details may be found elsewhere.[3,4] Anyway,

both types of instabilities may lead to a plasma constric-

tion. However, a contracted positive column alone does not

fulfill the definitions of an arc, the electron emission

mechanism at the cathode has to change as well.

According to Raizer, there is a minimum total current

needed to sustain a cathode spot.[3] This minimum current

depends on the thermal conductivity and boiling tem-

perature of the electrode material, and it is above 1 A for

the metals usually used for electrodes.[3] Hence, a

restriction of the total current below this critical value

avoids the glow-to-arc transition, therefore, glow dis-

charges may be sustained at atmospheric pressure by

simply miniaturizing the discharge. Other measures,

which could ease the situation, are the forced cooling of

electrodes, and the use of helium as dominant process gas,

as the normal current density is much lower than in all

other gases. Furthermore, as the evolution of instabilities

takes time, one could simply restrict the discharge time to

a value below the time constant for instabilities. This can

be achieved by pulsing the discharge. Another possibility

would be to reduce the residence time of the process gas in

the discharge by using high gas velocities. Meanwhile, a

variety of special plasma sources have been developed to

overcome the obstacle of the discharge instabilities and to

generate non-equilibrium plasmas at atmospheric pres-

sure.[2,4–7] One of them is the so-called atmospheric-

pressure plasma jet (APPJ), introduced by Selwyn.[8] Since

this denomination can be interpreted also in a more

general way, a general survey of alternative plasma

sources capable of producing glow or glow-like discharges

at atmospheric pressurewill be given at first, followed by a

more detailed description of the APPJ.
Alternative Sources of Non-Equilibrium
Plasmas at Atmospheric Pressure

Microdischarges (MDs)

As pointed out in the previous chapter, spatially confining

the discharge to dimensions of 1 mm or less is a feasible

approach to the generation and maintenance of a stable

glow discharge at atmospheric pressure. Since a few years
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ago the research is flourishing in this field. In a very recent

paper Becker, Schoenbach and Eden gave an excellent

review of the current understanding and the state of the

art.[6] There exist a variety of microplasma geometries

(microcavities) suitable as single discharges or as an

elementary cell for arrays. A simple geometry consists of a

ring-shaped cathode and anode separated by a dielectric

with a thickness of the order of 100 mm. The diameter of

the cavity is the same for the anode, the cathode and the

dielectric. In other configurations, the ring-shaped cathode

is replaced by a planar cathode, or by solid cathodes with

cylindrical or pyramidal recesses. It was noted that the

expression microhollow cathode discharge (MHCD) fre-

quently used in the literature for MDs is misleading, as the

classical hollow cathode discharge is restricted to DC

discharges with a cavity dimension of at maximum 10 mm

in rare gas at atmospheric pressure.[6] According to

Kushner, microcavity devices with larger dimensions

exhibit the typical features of normal or abnormal glow

discharges.[9] Anyway, MDs can be arranged in arrays. In

case that the current-voltage (I–V) characteristics of the

individual device has a positive slope, the devices can be

operated in parallel without individual ballast. However,

in all other cases each device has to be ballasted

individually. This concept has been extended to a

continuous discharge using a resistivematerial by Laroussi

et al.[10] They called their concept resistive barrier

discharge (RBD), in analogy to the dielectric barrier dis-

charge (DBD). It should be noted that microcavity plasma

devices are not restricted to DC operation, and that they

have been successfully operated using pulsed excitation,

as well as alternating current (AC) and RF excitation.[6]

However, RF MDs will be described separately in a section

below. These MD devices, which contain a dielectric

barrier, can be considered as dielectric barrier discharges

and will be described in the following section.
Dielectric Barrier Discharges

Although DBDs have been investigated for a long time, the

research recently got a boost due to the increased interest

in the non-equilibrium plasmas at atmospheric pres-

sure.[7,11] DBDs are characterized by the presence of at least

one dielectric layer in contact with the discharge between

two planar or cylindrical electrodes connected to a

high-voltage AC power supply.[2]

They are normally operated between mains frequency

and radio-frequency (13.56 MHz).[7] Depending on the

construction and the operating conditions, three different

types of DBDs can be distinguished, namely the filamen-

tary DBD, the patterned DBD and the diffuse DBD.[11] In

most cases filamentary DBDs are generated. They are a

superposition of a great number of MDs with very short
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of an RF driven hollow slot micro-
discharge.
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life spans. Averaging in time, the gap is almost evenly

filled with MDs and looks almost like a continuous

discharge. A plasma filament may be formed when the

applied electrical field is high enough for the breakdown in

the gap. Due to the high pressure, the current in the

filament grows rapidly. However, the current through the

plasma filament causes a charge accumulation locally, at

the dielectric surface, and the local electric field decreases

until the ionization stops and the MD extinguishes. This

happens at many locations throughout the gap. As already

mentioned in the section onMDs, currents in DBDsmay be

also limited by miniaturization. Single elementary DBD

cells may be arranged into arrays in order to produce

patterned DBDs.[6,11–14] Whereas this allows the coverage

of large areas with a discharge, the discharge itself is

not uniform. It turned out that under certain conditions,

diffuse DBDs can be generated.[2,15] Roth proposes a

special name for this type of discharge, the so-called

‘‘one-atmosphere uniform glow discharge plasma’’

(OAUGDP).[15,16] According to his investigations, a fila-

ment-free discharge can be created at frequencies suitable

for ion trapping. These frequencies are typically in the kHz

range. Whereas DBDs are usually operated at frequencies

up to several tens of kHz, DBDs may be also operated with

RF; for example, Baars-Hibbe et al. investigated micro-

structured electrode arrays covered with a thin alumina

layer powered by RF.[17,18] Recently, several designs of

RF-powered plasma jets consisting of concentric electrodes

and a dielectric barrier were reported.[19–22]

Corona Discharges (CDs)

Corona discharges have been investigated for a long time,

thus they are well understood and have found a variety of

applications.[2,15] The most important features are sum-

marized for the sake of completeness here. They are

generated in the regions of high electric fields surrounding

metallic electrodes with the shape of sharp points, fine

wires or edges. The corona discharge is basically a

Townsend discharge, which occurs prior to the electrical

breakdown. The active region where the ionization occurs

is restricted to a region with a critical radius surrounding

the electrode. At lower currents the corona is dark, but for

higher current the active region becomes visible and looks

like a glow discharge. Corona can occur for both polarities.

It can be generated either by DC excitation or at AC/RF

frequencies at voltages ranging from 10 kV to several tens

of kV.
Radio-Frequency Microdischarges (RF MDs)

In this section, the only plasma devices considered are

those which have bare metallic electrodes without any

dielectric in between. Barankova and Bardos investigated
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hollow cathodes with inner diameters in the range of 100

to 600 mm.[23–27] In their papers, they claimed that hollow

cathode discharges are present in their devices, but it is

questionable whether these are real hollow cathode

discharges. They investigated not only single hollow

cathodes, but also the so-called fused hollow cathodes

(FHC), and arranged the hollow cathodes into linear and

plane sources of different shapes. In all cases, the counter

electrodewas placed at distances ranging from1 to 10mm.

At frequencies of either 13.56 or 27.12 MHz rather uniform

discharges were generated over larger areas. Very recently,

RF hollow slot MDs were introduced.[28–30] Figure 1

exhibits a schematic illustration of such a device. The

slots have lengths of 1 to 35 cm andwidths of 50 to 800mm

and are electrically grounded. The RF driven wedge

electrode is placed at a distances ranging from 100 to

600 mm from the slot electrodes. Since they are operating

in the frequency range of 4 to 60 MHz, it was possible to

generate uniform discharges. When operated with suffi-

cient gas flow rate, an out-flowing afterglow plasma

plume was created, which extended 1 to 3 mm from the

grounded open slot. However, at the usually used slot

width of 200 mm, there is not enough space between the

grounded electrodes of the slot for the development of an

a-mode as the sheath thickness of RF APGDs is in the order

of 100 to 300 mm.[31,32] The RF discharge is most probably

sustained between the RF driven wedge electrode and

the surface of the slot electrode facing the wedge. With

increasing current, arcing was reported.[30] However,

considering the pictures presented by Yalin et al.[30]

and the experiences made with the APPJ, the discharge

patterns are most probably a consequence of the

occurrence of g-mode.[33] It could be argued that this

device is an APPJ with a very specific geometry.
Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Jet (APPJ)

The APPJ operates in a capacitive configuration using RF

power and produces a stable, very uniform glow discharge

between two bare metallic electrodes, without any

dielectric in between. However, operation is restricted to
DOI: 10.1002/ppap.200600114
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a feedstock gas consisting predominantly of a rare gas

with only a small admixture of a molecular gas. The

uniform discharge in the APPJ was identified as the

a-mode of an RF-discharge.[33–35] Since the introduction

of the APPJ, quite a few investigations have been

reported.[34–70] In the following sections, the results of

these studies will be summarized.
APPJ Configurations

Basically, three geometric configurations of APPJs have

been developed, one plasma source with concentric elect-

rodes, and two types of sources with parallel electrodes; in

the latter the electrodes are solid in one case, and

perforated in the other (Figure 2).

In the original design, the APPJ consists of two concen-

tric cylindrical electrodes, whereby the RF power is applied

to the inner electrode (Figure 2a).[5,8] The annular gap is

usually in the order of 1 to 2 mm. The process gas passes

through the discharge in the annular region between the

electrodes, and exits as a plasma jet. In some cases, a nozzle

is placed at the exit in order to further decrease the circular

cross section of the plasma jet, or to admix some additional

gases.[37,48,70] Due to the rather narrow effluent, the device
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the various configurations of APPJs
and c) perforated parallel plate electrodes.
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may be considered roughly as a zero-dimensional plasma

source (point source). Such APPJs are meanwhile commer-

cially available by Apjet Inc.[71]

The most frequently used design consists of two solid

parallel planar electrodes (Figure 2b).[33–35,41,42,56,57,61] The

gas flows along the electrodes through the rectangular

cross section between them. Since the electrodes may be

rather large, this design is sometimes referred as large area

APPJ.[35] The gap between the electrodes is usually in the

order of 1 to 2 mm. With its large width and narrow gap

spacing, this type of APPJ can be considered as a

one-dimensional plasma source (line source). By placing

the RF electrode between two outer, grounded electrodes

dual source operation was also achieved.[40] Sources up to

2 m wide are commercially available by Apjet Inc.[71] The

placement of a slot-shaped grounded nozzle at the exit

would give a configuration similar to the RF hollow slot

MD. Also, very small APPs can be built. A m-APPJ with a

cross section of the effluent of only 1� 1 mm[2] represents

a very good point source.[72] As line sources permit good

access to the discharge region, they are especially well

suited for basic research. Themost recently developed APPJ

consists of two parallel perforated metal electrodes

(Figure 2c).[43,44,54] The gas flow through the perforated

electrodes requires a very high throughput. As an effluent
featuring: a) concentric electrodes, b) solid parallel plate electrodes
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with rather wide cross section is produced, the device can

be considered as a two-dimensional plasma source (plane

source). Such plasma sources are commercially available

by Surfx Technologies.[73]
Figure 3. Photographs of the RF discharges in helium and their
emission intensity profiles between electrodes with a gap spa-
cing of 2 mm for: a) a-discharge and b) g-discharge.
Characterization of APPJs

Meanwhile, quite a few investigations have been per-

formed concerning the observation of the discharge

patterns, and the electrical characterization by current,

voltage and phase angle measurements.[33–35,55–57,67,70] It

was found that basically two types of RF discharges were

observed in APPJs, the a- and the g-mode,[55] similar to the

RF discharges at medium pressure.[74] Figure 3 exhibits the

discharge patterns in helium of both modes and their

emission intensity profiles. In a-mode, the discharge is

sustained by bulk ionization. The electrons are oscillating

with a drift amplitude and are trapped in the bulk plasma

region. Since the electrodes serve as a sink for electrons, a

region depleted of electrons forms, the a-sheath, which is

for helium at atmospheric pressure in the order of

0.25 mm. In the g-mode, the discharge is sustained by

secondary electron emission from the electrode surface,

similar to DC discharges. The sheath thickness in the

g-mode is at least an order of magnitude smaller. The

a-mode of an RF discharge can exist in helium at gap

spacing ranging from approximately 0.5 to 4 mm. The

lower limit is due to the occurrence of a sheath-only

discharge, which does not exhibit the characteristic bulk

region of the a-discharge any more.[36] At a gap spacing of

higher than approximately 4 mm, the a-mode cannot be

sustained any more.[67] According to Raizer, when the

product of gas spacing and pressure exceeds a critical

value, the a-discharge becomes instable.[74] This critical

value is the highest for helium. A recent study showed that

in argon the a-mode can be sustained at least for gap

spacing ranging from 0.5 to 2.5mm.[33] Since molecular

gases exhibitmuch lower critical values than rare gases,[72]

it is not yet surewhether the a-discharges can be sustained

in APPJs operated with molecular gases. However, it is

possible to sustain the a-mode in helium-argon mixtures,

and in molecular gases (nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, etc.)

highly diluted with a rare gas (helium, argon, or mixtures

of both).[33]

An a-discharge in helium can be quite easily ignited, as

the gas breakdown voltage is rather low. Almost no

over-voltage is needed; at 13.56 MHz and a gap spacing of

0.5 mm, a root-mean-square (rms) voltage of approxi-

mately 100 V is already sufficient.[33] Of course, with

increasing the gap spacing, the required voltage increases

steadily.[67] In argon, a much higher voltage is needed for

ignition, up to 5 times as much as in helium.[33] As the

voltage for maintaining the a-mode in argon is lower than
Plasma Process. Polym. 2007, 4, 266–274
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in helium, rather high over-voltages are present at

ignition.[33] Hence, ignition may be easily followed by a

transition to a g-mode. Only a careful presetting of the

matching network can avoid that. In helium-argon

mixtures, the gas breakdown voltage increases steadily
DOI: 10.1002/ppap.200600114
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Figure 4. Current-voltage characteristics of an APPJ operated with helium
and admixtures of nitrogen at a gap spacing of 2 mm.
with the argon content.[33] Also, in case of the admixture of

a molecular gas, the breakdown voltage increases, as it can

be seen in Figure 4, which shows results obtained with an

APPJ described previously.[33,35] The a-discharge can be

usually sustained within a wide range of power or

discharge current. It should be noted that between

different types of APPJs, the voltages can be easily

compared, but not the discharge currents and phase

angles, since the parasitic capacitance being in parallel to

the discharge can be quite different. Anyway, two

discharge regimes can be distinguished, a regime with

partial coverage of the electrodes (normal), and a regime

with total coverage of the electrodes with a glow

(abnormal).[33,35,67] Ideally, the discharge voltage and the

current density remain constant when increasing the

discharge current in the normal regime. The current

increase is due to an increased coverage of the electrodes

with a glow. This behavior was observed in some cases.[67]

However, in other cases, the discharge voltage still

showed some increase with increasing the discharge
Figure 5. Equivalent circuit models: a) Parasitic capacitance in parallel with plasma
impedance, b) simple model of plasma, and c) full model of plasma.
current, and the glow showed a

deceasing brightness towards the rime

of the discharge, indicating a decreas-

ing current density.[35] In the abnormal

regime, the discharge voltage and

current density increase with increas-

ing current, as the discharge area

cannot be increased any more. At a

low gap spacing (e.g. 0.5 mm), there

exists only the abnormal regime of the

a-discharge.[33] With increasing gap

spacing, the normal regime appears

at low discharge currents, and expands

more and more to higher currents,
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until, for a high gap spacing (e.g. 4 mm), the abnormal

regime disappeared completely.[67] Of course, for

practical applications, the APPJ should be operated

in the abnormal regime.

Depending on the APPJ device and the operating

conditions used, there exists an upper discharge

current/power limit of the a-discharge, where a

breakdown of the a-sheath occurs. The a-sheath

exhibits a critical a-sheath thickness and current

density. According to Raizer, the breakdown of the

a-sheath and the ignition of the g-discharge occurs at

a critical electron density.[74] This is corroborated by

our experiments.[33] Conceptually however, the

breakdown criterion must be the electrical field

strength in the a-sheath. This is however, determined

by ion density, and thus by the electron density. In a

recent investigation, we determined the critical

electron densities in helium-argon gas mixtures by

using an equivalent circuit model for the evaluation
of electrical measurements. Figure 5 exhibits possible

equivalent circuits, including the parasitic capacitance

being in parallel with the discharge. In the simplest case,

the impedance of the discharge is a serial combination of a

resistance representing the bulk region of the plasma, and

two capacitances representing the sheaths. A more

complete equivalent circuit was given by Lieberman; it

is displayed in Figure 5c.[75] However, due to the high

collision frequency at atmospheric pressure, the induc-

tance can be neglected. It turned out that the vacuum

capacitance being in parallel to the resistance has under

usual conditions also only aminor affect on the evaluation

(at most a 15% error). Hence, for most applications, the

equivalent circuit shown in Figure 5b is sufficient, and is

frequently used.[33,34,55] There are, however, two points to

consider. First of all, a linear dependence of the electron

drift velocity on the electric field strength in the bulk is

assumed. Raizer reports constant electron mobilities for

argon and helium.[74] However, experimental investiga-

tions reported by Massey indicate a power law.[76] Second,

Lieberman investigated collisional sheaths, and obtained a
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Figure 6. Critical electron densities of the a-discharge in helium-
argon gas mixtures.
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sheath capacitance which is by a factor of 1.52 higher than

the vacuum capacitance for the same sheath thickness.[75]

Considering all this factors, we evaluated our measure-

ments on helium-argon mixtures and obtained critical

electron densities for the a-discharge, as shown in Figure 6.

The critical electron densities determined for helium agree

roughly with previous reports.[61]

In a recent paper, Niemi et al. report measurements of

gas temperature, as well as oxygen atom concentration in

an APPJ with concentric electrodes fed with oxygen highly

diluted in helium.[60] Under the conditions used, the gas

temperature remained below 80 8C even at the exit of the

APPJ. The oxygen atom concentration was in the order

of 1015 cm�3 at a distance of 5 mm, and dropped to a value

below 1014 cm�3 at a distance of 35 mm. However, the

transport of oxygen atoms depends critically on the gas

flow rate. Lower gas flow rates would decrease the oxygen

atom concentrations at distant positions from the nozzle.

Additionally, they observed a substantial amount of (V)UV

radiation, which was transmitted through the carrier gas

column over considerable distances from the nozzle even

in an air environment. The obtained results indicate that

possible applications have to be performed rather close to

the nozzle exit. After breakdown of the a-sheath, the

emission pattern of the discharge changes completely, as it

can be seen in Figure 3. The decrease in sheath thickness is

accompanied by a discharge voltage reduction. When the

voltage needed to sustain the g-discharge is far below the

voltage needed to sustain a a-discharge, only a pure

g-mode will be observed in the gap, as it was observed in

helium discharges at high gap spacing.[33,35,56,67] However,

when the g-discharge requires a voltage comparable to the

a-discharge, then a coexisting a- and g-mode will be

observed, as in helium at a gap spacing of 0.5 mm, or in
Plasma Process. Polym. 2007, 4, 266–274
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argon.[33] The g-discharge occupies only a small fraction of

electrodes, and thus exhibits a very high current density.

Since the voltage remains constant with increasing

current, and the area of the electrode covered with the

g-mode increases, the current density seems to be

constant, thus showing the features of a normal glow

regime.[33]
Applications of APPJs

Meanwhile, quite a variety of applications have been

realized using APPJs, and othersmay be still envisaged. The

strength of vacuum-less plasma sources can be fully

exploited, when the exhaust gas, which remains after

the application, is harmless, and can be released to the

environment without any further processing. This is the

case when only steam (H2O) or carbon dioxide (CO2) is

produced in addition to feedstock gases (like rare gases,

oxygen, hydrogen). Rather small, mobile, easy to handle

APPJ units can be envisaged. Otherwise, the exhaust gas

has to be collected and processed, which will make the

application more complicate and expensive. As long as

the suction system does not require a full enclosure of the

process, many advantages in respect to vacuum processes

still remain. However, many advantages are lost, when the

application has to be performed in a closed chamber. As

pointed out in a previous section, APPJs are capable of

producing charged particles, neutral metastable species,

radicals and (V)UV radiation, which can be used for

example for biomedical applications. However, the

charged particles are rapidly lost by recombination. In a

recent paper, Laroussi gave an overview of plasma

sterilization by APGDs.[77] In respect to the germicidal

effect, the APPJ has very much in common with other

sources of high-pressure non-equilibrium plasmas. It has

been proven that APGDs can be effectively used to

inactivate bacteria. Hence, disinfection and sterilization

of reusable, heat-sensitive medical instruments and

implants is possible. Further possible biomedical applica-

tions would be the treatment of wounds and skin. The

inactivation of biofilm-forming bacteria opens applica-

tions in the area of food safety.[78] Even the decontamina-

tion of chemical and biological warfare (CBW) agents using

an APPJ has been proven.[45,46] Like other plasma-based

techniques, the APPJ can be used for the activation of

surfaces, for example to make Teflon and synthetics

wettable by improving the hydrophilicity. Also, a surface

modification of biocompatible materials can be envisaged.

An APPJ can also be used for the cleaning of surfaces by

using air or oxygen highly diluted in a rare gas. The

reactive oxygen species are capable to burn many organic

materials with the release of H2O and CO2. The removal of

spray paint from brick, the removal of ink from paper and
DOI: 10.1002/ppap.200600114
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the removal of photoresist from a silicon wafer has been

also demonstrated by the group of Selwyn. Kapton and

polyimide have been successfully etched.[37,47] The etching

of a variety of non-organic materials has been demon-

strated as well.[37,48,49,69] However, in this case, carbon

tetrafluoride (CF4) was admixed to an oxygen containing

rare gas, which makes the exhaust gas harmful. Etching of

oxides like silicon dioxide (SiO2) and uranium dioxide

(UO2), and of metals like tantalum (Ta), tungsten (W) and

plutonium (Pu) was demonstrated. APPJs were also used

for plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)

of a variety of coatings, as reported by a recent review

paper fromMoravej and Hicks.[54] Glass and silicon dioxide

(SiO2) have been successfully deposited by operating the

discharge in the APPJ with oxygen highly diluted in

helium. The silicon containing precursor was diluted in

helium and admixed downstream in a nozzle placed at the

end of the APPJ system. Quite a number of precursors have

been investigated until now, for example tetraethoxysi-

lane (TEOS), hexamethyldisilizane (HMDSN), hexamethyl-

disiloxane (HMDSO), tetramethyldisiloxane (TMDSO) and

tetramethylcycotetrasiloxane (TMCTS).[38,52–54] Deposition

rates of up to 1 mm �min�1 were achieved. Amorphous

hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H) was deposited by operating

the APPJ with hydrogen highly diluted in helium, and a

downstream addition of silane (SiH4). A maximum

deposition rate deposition of 12 nm �min�1 was

reported.[51,54] Furthermore, the deposition of silicon

nitride (Si3N4) was reported as well.[50,54] In this case,

the APPJ was operated with nitrogen highly diluted in

helium, and again a downstream addition of SiH4. A

maximum growth rate of 130 nm �min�1 was

observed.[50,54] Much more deposition processes could be

achieved using APPJs, such as the deposition of hydro-

genated amorphous carbon (a-C:H), but these processes are

still under investigation.
Conclusion

Non-equilibrium atmospheric pressure plasmas can be

produced by a variety of techniques; however, the APPJ

stands out for its simplicity of design. All it is needed are

bare metallic electrodes driven with RF voltage. Different

APPJ configuration have been developed and built. The

major drawback might be that the APPJ has to be operated

using a rare gaswith only a small admixture of amolecular

gas. As the APPJ has to be operated in the a-mode of an RF

discharge, the range of possible gap spacing is also rather

restricted. The most promising application surely lies in

the small, mobile vacuum-less units used for surface

treatments, where the feedstock gases as well as the

released by-products are harmless.
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